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ABSTRACT

Establishing and maintaining solid, long term marketing relationships are instrumental to the success of a sales representative as well as the firm the representative is employed by (Jap, 2001). This research incorporated all relevant aspects of implementing a market driven strategy to support a sustainable customer marketing relationship, including understanding face-face customer sales requirements. The ultimate goal was to understand the customer’s satisfaction level with face-face sales representatives versus electronic relationship (email and telephone sales support) and as well determine if there is any greater loyalty in a face-face sales interaction versus electronic. As a result of this research, the findings indicate that customer satisfaction levels and loyalty are not compromised by engaging in an electronic relationship with the clients versus engaging in a face-face relationship. The results demonstrate that the customer satisfaction levels and loyalty are actually higher in the indirect channel versus the direct channel.

INTRODUCTION

Many factors have influenced the way a sales representative interfaces with his/her respective customers. Rising labor costs, innovative technology devices and evolving customer preferences are all factors that need to be considered when designing a framework for a solid marketing relationship. Establishing and maintaining solid, long term marketing relationships are vital to the success of a sales representative as well as the firm the representative is employed by (Jap 2001).

The cost of a sales call in the early 1980’s was approximately $131; those costs increased 81% from 1980 to 1985 (Kern 1986). In a 1999 Sales & Marketing Management magazine survey, the average cost of a sales call increased 5% from 1998 to 1999 to $164. Another review that was done in 2001 suggested that the average business-to-business sales call had risen to $329, according to research done by the Cahners Research (Cahners, 2001). Additionally, in 2005 it was noted that a single sales call to a potential business-to-business client cost approximately $400 (Nickels and McHugh, 2005). All of these studies substantiate that the cost of face-face (B2B) sales calls continues to increase over time.

The research that was completed back in the 1980s was fairly thorough and further analyzed the industries where the costs were higher, for example service industry sales calls were averaging $242.24 while industrial manufacturers were $202. The cost per sales call vary by region as well, where the average cost per sales call in the northeast is $197 and $119 in the West. Further comparison reflected in this review, cited the size of the sales force also had an impact on the cost per sale call. If the company’s sales force consisted of 20-49 sales reps (which reflected the lowest cost per rep), the cost would be $107 versus the highest cost per rep which would exist in the small sales force (1-5 reps) where the cost would be $213 (salesandmarketing online). In a contrasting study done in 1996 which was featured on the Marketing Monthly web site, the average cost of a sales call was estimated to range from $219 to $315, which was higher than what was previously reported (marketingmonthly online).
Regardless of the actual cost per call, sales salaries obviously have continued to increase (salesandmarketing online). Actually face-face time in front of a customer should be decreasing as a result of all of the sales automation tools and enhanced communications that are available today. Productivity increases as a result of technology improvements have changed many jobs over the course of the last twenty years. Sales rep positions are no exception to this dynamic.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SALES REP PRODUCTIVITY

In 1988, when Sujan, Weitz & Sujan analyzed sales productivity, they suggested that the salesperson’s personal contact with a customer is most likely the most effective method of making a sale. Today, that premise might not be valid. A premise of this study is there is a need for initial face-to-face relationship building meetings with customers, but once credibility and trust is earned and established, the need for face-to-face meetings is diminished. In fact, issues can be resolved quicker, reports and information on products can be delivered immediately, product and concept demonstrations can be provided either through the web or other high speed communication facilities without having to manage scheduling challenges to ensure that the appropriate attendees are in the same place at the same time. A salesperson needs to understands their customer’s likes/dislikes, budget concerns, and communication styles in order to achieve success. Since customers can vary significantly, it is extremely important to quickly assess your customer’s requirements and than adapt a selling strategy that will meet those requirements. It is equally important for salespeople to maintain a repertoire of selling strategies that will match individual customer’s preferences (Sujann, Weitz and Sujan 1988).

A study conducted by Dixon (2000) also provided some insight to this topic. Data was collected from 1800 large financial services sales reps. While excellent feedback was provided through the sales reps (relative to the rep’s productivity); no insight was retrieved from the customer on the customer's requirements for rep visibility (Dixon 2002).

This research incorporated all relevant aspects of a market driven strategy to effectively implement a sustainable customer marketing relationship, including understanding face-face customer sales requirements.

The purpose of this research was to assess the actual customer requirements for face-face sales calls in today's environment. The intent therefore was to provide sales representatives a framework of how to best interact with their customers, specifically identifying those activities that require face-face interaction and those activities that do not require face-face interaction.

Building strong customer relationships is very important for a sales representative; in fact, buyers often have greater loyalty to salespeople than they have to the firms employing the salespeople (Anderson and Robertson 1995). Accordingly, the success of the relationship is critical for both the customer as well as the seller/sales representative.

In the Dixon study (2000) as well as market intelligence feedback that has been solicited directly from a multinational IT vendor, feedback is provided from the marketing representative’s view-point. This study focused on the customer's perspective. This researcher feels strongly that while the rep's perspective is helpful, it does not provide a complete portrayal of this issue.

The sales rep wears “many hats” while interfacing with a buyer. When supply is limited and demand is greater than supply, the rep will play a production role in trying to satisfy the short-term needs of the buyer and in some instances provide recommendations either on alternative products that might have better availability or other sourcing considerations. Traditionally, in his/her sales role, the rep is there to stimulate demand for products, rather than just fulfill a customer’s requirements. As a marketer, the rep needs to consider the needs of both the customer and the firm for whom they work. In a partnering role with the customer, the rep should help develop solutions that enhance the profit of both firms, whereby both firms mutually realize gain from the recommended solution (Weitz and Bradford 1999).
Sales reps typically do not like to be forced to use “productivity tools” and so key to their acceptance is to have a group of them “pilot” various tools to determine which are the best tools to use for their industry and their product responsibility. Thus, the perception would be that sales management is not forcing the tools on them, but rather their peers have evaluated all the tools and determined which ones are the most logical for their unique environment. The philosophy that people best support the ideas they help create is inherent with this perception.

The issue that this study attempted to undertake is to fully understand the specific requirements for face-face customer sales relationships in an industrial sales setting. The scope of this effort provides a comprehensive B2B perspective including small-large business customers. For this survey, customers were categorized as follows:

- Small Accounts < 100 employees
- Mid-size accounts = 100-999 employees
- Large accounts = 1000+ employees

RESEARCH QUESTION DEFINED

The research questions were as follows:

1. As a result of technology improvements (provided through the Internet), do customers who engage in a face-face relationships with their sales reps report higher customer satisfaction than those customers that are managed electronically? Thus, the hypothesis for the customer satisfaction comparison is as follows:

   H1 - Customers engaging in face-face interaction with their sales rep have greater customer satisfaction than those that engage electronically (indirect).
   H1o - Customers engaging in face-face interaction with their sales rep do not have greater customer satisfaction than those that engage electronically (indirect).
   H1: \[ X_1 > X_2 \] where \( X_1 \) is direct (face-face interaction) and \( X_2 \) is electronic
   H1o: \[ X_1 \leq X_2 \]

2. Is there any impact on “loyalty” for those customers that have a face-face relationship versus those that do not? Thus, the hypothesis for the loyalty factor is as follows:

   H2 - There is greater loyalty in a face-face customer interaction than in a non face-face interaction.
   H2o - There is no greater loyalty in a face-face customer interaction than in a non face-face interaction.
   H2: \[ X_1 > X_2 \] where \( X_1 \) is direct loyalty response and \( X_2 \) is electronic loyalty response
   H2o: \[ X_1 \leq X_2 \]

While the emphasis of this study prevails on business clients that were purchasing IT products and services from one multi-national vendor, the value of the results and implications extend beyond that particular scope. All organizations, profit and nonprofit, small business and large should be able to derive value from this research.

With the information available on the internet as well as the advanced communication devices (web conferencing, video conferencing, online ordering tools, etc) the traditional functions of a sales rep are changing. It is imperative that sales reps acknowledge and understand the unique requirements their customers have as it relates to the sales rep.

Truly, the sales rep needs to be acknowledged by their customers as providing "value added" services. If the rep continues to provide the same type of services delivered in the past without understanding the customer's requirements (today), they could quickly lose credibility and account control. Thus, periodically it is appropriate to evaluate the customer requirements on behalf of their sales reps to ensure a high level of customer satisfaction.

This study includes results from client’s surveys (2005 – 2006) which were designed to evaluate the customer satisfaction levels and distinguish customers that are receiving face-face interaction, web or telephone...
support and lastly support provided through a Business Partner. It sought to understand the amount of face to face time required today versus what was required in the past.

Academic research on sales rep productivity is an important aspect to understand for individuals preparing for a sales career. Sales reps need to understand the cost of marketing to business and accordingly ensure that they are maintaining a profitable marketing relationship with the customers. Return on investment (ROI), (in this case, a sales rep's ROI) is increasingly important to all business as it attempts to deliver product to ultimate consumers. Face to face encounters represent a very expensive vehicle to communicate with customers and accordingly the value of that encounter needs to be evaluated.

As well, customers today as a result of the Internet and communication devices have extensive choices relative to whom and how they can buy products and services. Therefore, it is increasingly important to ensure that customer satisfaction is constantly monitored to ensure a high degree of loyalty with their sales reps.

THE KMV MODEL AND RELATIONSHIP MARKETING

The foundation of this study utilizes the KMV model of relationship marketing provided by Morgan and Hunt, titled “The Commitment-Trust Theory of Relationship Marketing” (Morgan 1994). This model reflects how relationship commitment and trust are impacted by the positive and negative attributes. The positive attributes include relationship benefits, shared values, communication and cooperation. The negative attributes include opportunistic behavior, relationship termination costs, acquiescence, propensity to leave, functional conflict and uncertainty. Throughout this analysis, reference to this theory will be provided. The model is reflected in Figure 1:

---

Figure 1 – Relationship Marketing Model

The KMV Model of Relationship Marketing

---
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James Masciarelli suggests that there are three major components of transforming people we know into people that we know intimately. A supplier (representative or firm) must communicate with customers constantly, trust them (and be trusted by them) and provide value to them. The formula is as follows: $R = T + V + D$. That is, relationship equals trust plus value plus dialogue. (Masciarelli, 1998) He identifies five sets of skills to support his theory:

Positioning – How clearly do you convey the value that you, your team and your company bring to the table? Can you articulate a clear and lasting impression to different audiences, and do so in 30 seconds or less?
Positioning is about knowing your values, credibility and message and being able to communicate all of this so that people understand where you’re heading and what you hope to contribute. In other words, do your counterparts see you as you want them to see you?

Hunting – How well (and how often) do you create and identify new business opportunities? People with good hunting skills take the initiative to look for exactly what they want and then make plans to go after it.

Coaching – When you coach, you listen, nurture, advise and help others achieve their goals. You do whatever you can to bring out the best in people the best performance, highest commitment, and greatest results. Thus, coaching allows others to gain value from you.

Leading – If you’ve worked hard at the previous three items, you’ve earned the right to contract with others to help you achieve your objectives. Leading means motivating others to work with you to achieve your goals, it’s about getting things done through others and stimulating the most effective actions for groups.

Farming – This suggests maintaining and harvesting all that value you’ve been creating and demonstrating. It means knowing when to tap people for the “3 I’s” introductions (to desired contacts and prospects), information (to help with your positioning and hunting) and ideas (to help with any of the other four keys). “Farmers” keep relationships current, tilling the soil for present and future value. They sow, nurture and reap!” (Masciarelli, 1998)

All of these attributes are essential elements of a solid customer relationship management system.

Another perspective provides a critical theoretical and empirical analysis of the contribution the Internet has made to successful relationship marketing. The study focuses on the positive influence that has been provided through the web, specifically its interactive structure and constant availability of information which are key variables of successful relationship marketing. (Bauer, 2002)

In this study, commitment was defined as a desire to develop a stable relationship and a confidence in the stability of the relationship. If there is commitment, the partners are willing to actively build up a stable business relationship, which diminishes the probability that the relationship be dissolved. There is positive dependence between the parties and willingness to exchange information and commitment. Additionally, opportunist behavior decreases with increasing commitment, and there is a growing interest in making joint decisions. According to Morgan/Hunt, trust exists when “one party has confidence in an exchange partner’s reliability and integrity. Trust produces harmony and stability in relationships. Trust also entails constructive handling of conflicts, reduction of opportunist behavior and a reduction of transaction costs.” The author noted, that although trust is based on past experience, its effects are noticed only in the future, which consequently reduces environmental complexity. Additionally, trust enhances the belief that short-term injustices will be compensated in the long run. (Bauer, 2002)

Maintaining high customer satisfaction is especially important with repeat purchases of a customer. These customers are important because they provide some stability to an organization and also provide a means of improving sales volume by increasing the size of the customer’s orders (Raymond & Turner, 1994). One study suggested that retaining an additional two to five percent of customers can improve profits greatly and works in the same manner as cutting costs by ten percent (Raymond & Turner, 1994). Attracting new customers costs five times as much as retaining current customers. Thus, ensuring a high customer satisfaction level and repeat purchase behavior is critical for business success (Raymond & Turner, 1994).

A more recent review suggests that the cost of creating a new customer costs four times as much as retaining the existing customers. Thus, the cost is still very high, but not quite as high as it had been in 1994 (McHugh & Nickels, 2006).

The interplay between the roles of satisfaction and trust in the relationship marketing process indicates the need to pursue future research into a deeper understanding of the communication between the buyer and seller. If the sales rep has a good grasp of the customer's personal feelings concerning his/her comfort level with various communication approaches it could enhance the reception of messages crafted for the customer. This sense of
Concern became visible when the marketplace shifted from transactional selling to customer relationship management. The need for relationship marketing is instrumental for competitive success in the marketplace. In the early stages of the marketing relationship between buyer and seller, the customer only expects a low relational involvement and primarily focuses on overall satisfaction with the product as the governing benchmark. This paradigm shifts over time; however, to a high relational involvement in which the customer uses trust and commitment as the mediators for determining future activities with the selling firm (Rich, 2000).

Actual face-to-face time with a customer could potentially be decreasing as a result of all of the sales automation tools and enhanced communications that are available today. Productivity increases as a result of technology improvements have changed many jobs over the course of the last twenty years. Sales rep positions are no exception to this dynamic.

Many firms have reduced the number of sales reps in their sales force and rely upon technology investments to help build and maintain customer relationships. In fact, researchers are beginning to experiment with electronic interfaces that will mimic the relationship building properties and trust levels that sales reps accomplish. These activities are occurring at a time during which the cost of human capital is at its highest levels (and expected to increase) and the cost of technology is dropping rapidly. Collectively, those statistics underscore the need to better understand when the interpersonal relationship developed with the sales rep is influential in determining customer satisfaction (Jap, S. 2001)

The resulting objective of relationship marketing is to change customer behavior so that loyalty replaces the threat of defection to an ever-increasing horde of competitive products and services. Switching costs present challenges to both buyer and seller. Mutual trust is by far the most important factor that according to both buyer and sellers, characterize a good relationship. Cooperation refers to the firms’ ability to collaborate and work together in a joint fashion toward their respective goals. Essentially, trust and cooperation are considered to be precursors to the development of switching costs in exchange relationships. (Nielson 1996)

The ability of a firm to create and maintain relationships with their most valuable customers results in a competitive advantage over their competitors. One researcher suggests that in order to achieve this, a firm has to master three elements of a market-relating capability. First, a relationship orientation must pervade the mindset values, and norms of the organization. Second, the firm must continuously enhance the knowledge of this customer and distribute this knowledge throughout the company. Third, the key processes must be internally integrated and externally aligned with the corresponding processes of the firm’s customers (Day 2000)

From a theoretical approach, to be effective and productive, a sales rep needs to be mindful of all the best practices, sales force automation tools, adaptive selling, customer relationship marketing practices, etc. Additionally, from a daily working relationship perspective, the sales rep needs to understand what the unique requirements are that the individual customer requires.

STUDY RESULTS

The data in this study is reflective of IT B2B feedback provided in 2005 – 2006 through a telephone survey commissioned by a multinational IT vendor, based in the US. The population that was utilized for this study included 2,766 respondents from the America’s group in 2005 and 2,663 respondents from the same group in 2006. These individuals were randomly selected and have responsibility for procurement, finance or information technology (both management and non-management type positions) and range from general staff responsibility to an executive level position. The respondents were not paid for participating in the study. The survey was conducted by a global marketing research firm and they identified themselves as such. The research firm advised the customers that they were conducting a global research study about marketing information technology. The profile of clients by industry is reflected in Table 1.
Table 1: Profiles of Clients and Industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry Segment</th>
<th>% Satisfied</th>
<th>Total Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All sectors</td>
<td>85.2%</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Sector</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Services</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small – Medium Business</td>
<td>85.8%</td>
<td>1298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the America’s group, the three US regions were statistically very similar in their satisfaction rating (rating the highest), Canada was slightly lower while Latin America realized the lowest customer satisfaction rating as identified in Table 2.

Table 2: Breakdown by location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>% Satisfied</th>
<th>Total Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>1901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- East</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
<td>825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Central</td>
<td>84.4%</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- West</td>
<td>86.6%</td>
<td>642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>81.7%</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This research was designed to evaluate the value of face-face selling in an industrial sales environment. To evaluate the customer satisfaction ratings, there were 24 questions asked the respondents to determine their actual satisfaction level. Sample questions included:

On a scale of 1-10, how would you rate the provider on the following attributes:

- Is easy to do business with
- Is responsive to customer needs
- Has the expertise to solve a variety of your problems
- Is trustworthy
- Is a market leader 

In addition to evaluating the channel source (how the customer purchased), the customers were further categorized by product area, specifically: hardware, software and services. The “services” customers had the lowest customer satisfaction while the hardware and software customers were very similar in scope and statistically higher in customer satisfaction than the services customer. From the results provided in this study, it has been determined that customer satisfaction levels are not compromised by engaging in an electronic relationship with the clients versus engaging in a face-face relationship. In fact, the customer satisfaction levels are actually higher in the indirect channel versus the direct channel. The business partner relationship and the indirect relationship essentially are the same relative to customer satisfaction levels.

Loyalty factors were also evaluated with this study and consistent with the results on customer satisfaction levels, loyalty was higher in the indirect client set than the direct client. The specific questions that were asked the customers were as follows:
• On a 0 to 10 scale where 10 means that you are extremely likely and zero means that you are not at all likely, if you need additional services or solutions in the future, what is the likelihood that you would choose the vendor to provide these services.

• On a 0 to 10 scale where 10 means that you are extremely likely and zero means that you are not at all likely, if you need additional services or solutions in the future, what is the likelihood that you would recommend the vendor to others.

Traditionally, face-face sales interaction between a client and a sales rep has in the past been assumed to be a higher value to the client. Although this way of interacting with a client is more expensive than electronic, large accounts (those that have greater than 1,000 employees) have typically been afforded the availability of this relationship as a result of their size and buying power. With these research results, we are now provided data that suggests that the clients do not perceive any greater value in the face-face versus the indirect. Thus, sales organizations (particularly IT sales) should evaluate the cost benefit of continuing to engage in face-face interaction versus providing a best of breed electronic interface to their clients and hopefully enjoying a more affordable cost structure.

While this analysis is evaluating an industrial IT client, there are some transferable lessons that could be realized within other selling environments. For example, pharmaceutical sales organizations could consider re-evaluating the value of having their sales representatives personally calling on physicians. Typically, in these environments, the reps spend quite a bit of time scheduling time with the doctors only to have the appointments cancelled or minimized due to medical emergencies. This can be very frustrating on the part of the representative, especially if it has taken quite a bit of time to schedule time with the doctor, as well as the travel time to the doctor’s location. The representatives can be “on call” depending on the doctor's availability and provide insight to the new drugs as well as answer any of the doctor’s questions either by phone or email. A good website can also provide an excellent forum for physicians to obtain the information that they need, such as testimonials, government agency reports (such as the Federal Drug Administration), and a section for frequently asked questions (FAQs).

CONCLUSIONS

Rising labor costs, innovative technology devices and evolving customer preferences are all factors that need to be considered when designing a framework for a solid marketing relationship. Establishing and maintaining solid, long term marketing relationships are vital to the success of a sales representative as well as the firm the representative is employed by (Jap 2000).

Customer satisfaction levels are not compromised by engaging in an electronic relationship with the clients versus engaging in a face-face relationship. The results of this study demonstrate that the customer satisfaction levels are actually higher in the indirect channel versus the direct channel. The business partner relationship and the indirect relationship essentially are the same relative to customer satisfaction levels. Loyalty factors were consistent with the results on customer satisfaction levels. Loyalty was higher in the indirect client set that the direct client.

With the cost of sales rising each year, it is imperative that sales management continually review their cost structures and as well understand their customer’s preference on how they prefer to interact with the sales teams.
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